Scaffold morphology in histone-depleted HeLa metaphase chromosomes.
In a study of HeLa metaphase chromosomes depleted of histones with 2M NaCl and spread with cytochrome c, two new types of images of chromosome scaffolds have been observed in the electron microscope. In the first type, scaffolds are very large and fibrous but still display the shape typical of metaphase chromosomes. The regularity and lack of distortion in these scaffolds, despite their openness and seeming fragility, support the notion that the underlying scaffold structure is an interconnected network of fibers. In the second type, fibrous regions and dense regions are juxtaposed in the same chromosome scaffold. These micrographs suggest that the dense appearance of some previously observed scaffolds may be the result of incomplete adherence to the cytochrome c monolayer, leading to collapse and aggregation during dehydration.